Jeep yj sye

This kit will eliminate the need to drop your transfer case in order to avoid drive train vibrations
that are caused by taller suspension lift kits. The purpose of this kit is to replace the slip yoke
portion of the NP with a fixed-yoke, CV style drive shaft assembly. This is the most complete
and strongest kit available! The factory NP has a 27 spline output shaft that is 1. As we all know
more spines typically equates to more strength! Also, the new output shaft will be roughly 3"
shorter, meaning you will end up with a longer driveshaft which will aid in reducing the chances
of vibrations. The NP may be the most versatile T-case ever installed in a Jeep. The four ranges,
with a decent low range of 2. Difficulty Level: 2. Ratings Snapshot. Value 3. Quality 5. Service 5.
Would recommend this product. Pretty much perfect. Very high-quality kit. I didn't want to do a
hack and tap typical for a NJ. This was a breeze to install and instantly solved my driveline
vibes. There are just two things that could be better. I had to reuse some of the old ones
because the new ones were the wrong size. The big one that holds the planetary gear set in the
back was too thick. So keep that in mind and don't destroy them if you don't have to. I decided
to go with just a XJ front drive shaft in the rear. With this setup and my 3. I'll be getting a
custom one once I have the angles all dialed in and the lift settles. Related Products. Value 5.
Customers Also Bought. WJ 4" Rear Coil Spring pair By replacing the problematic OEM
tailhousing and mainshaft with a fixed yoke design 32 spline HD output and Yoke you create a
significantly shorter and stronger New Process later New Venture Gear transfer case. If you can
accommodate the electronic speedometer output this kit is our first recommendation. This kit
includes the reluctor and sending unit. On earlier Jeeps you will want the optional connector,
later TJ versions plug in. If yours is different than shown below, you will need the plug. A
comparison of the three output shafts showing the difference in length. Notice the massive
diameter difference on the output side of the shafts. This translates exponentially into strength.
The factory NP output shaft exhibits a very weak area just behind the oil pump splines. It is not
uncommon to see these shafts shear at any one of three stress risers in the section that needs
strength most. All kits include replacement output shaft, tailhousing, rear seal, bearing, CV style
yoke, hardware, and instructions. There are several areas worth noting on this topic. Our SYE
kits solve the first three and parts are available below for the others as necessary or desired.
Our recommendation is in italics :. All kits will fit all transfer cases with the differences noted
above which are:. However there are no guarantees that things are original or that the change
was made as a clean break 93 down and 94 up. If in question, the input bearing width on these
models is a good indicator. The photos above show the differences in width of the bearing
location and the stepped shoulder between the bearing and the gear. The JK transfer case is a
special case requiring special gears. It is a late cut with additional machining required. This box
allows your speed signal to be adjusted for tire size and gear ratio for accurate speedometer
reading. It also allows the Jeep 3 wire square wave signal to be simultaneously sent as a 2 wire
sine wave for your GM engine PCM on a manual transmission application. Driveshaft length
changes are often required. Most conversions to these transmissions will require that the rear
driveshaft be modified to be shorter and front driveshaft longer. Some installers, concerned
about the expense of new or modified driveshafts, attempt to let the existing driveshafts dictate
engine, transmission and transfer case location, often to the detriment of the project. Our
recommendation is to prioritize the correct position of drivetrain components over saving a few
dollars which is usually regretted in the long run with compromised positioning. Driveshaft
modifications and rebalancing can be affordable when performed by driveline, RV or tractor
implement specialists. New driveshafts are an option, but not necessarily a requirement in
regards to the actual successful conversion if your existing driveshafts are in good condition.
Jeeps that require extensive travel or specialty-built driveshafts have this option available
through several fabricators across the nation. These are normally specified after placement of
the new transmission and measured at vehicle ride height. Use of factory axles is completely
acceptable with this conversion. Axle upgrades are not necessary, but they may be chosen for
reasons external to this transmission upgrade. All versions require removal of the old
tailhousing and output shaft and installation of the new components. Normal mechanical tools
are required as well as RTV to re-seal the case halves. Often a rebuild is performed at the same
time with new chain and bearings as you are already halfway there. Often if you have dropped
your transfer case in an effort to minimize angle of the rear shaft, the lowering kit can now be
removed due to decreased angularity from both length and the fact that the upper angle is now
split between two joints. Proper installation is to have the rear pinion yoke a few degrees below
pointed directly at the transfer case. You will want to rotate your rear axle accordingly. If you
provide us the center of yoke to center of yoke distance we can supply the rear shaft for you as
shown above. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs.
Welcome Guest: Login or Register. Advanced Search Search Tips. This Kit only fits a Transfer
Case. Driveshafts come painted Gloss Black Show Quality. We will need you to e-mail us or call

us with the following information:. Although we do know most of the driveshaft measurements,
there are some we don't due to different size of lifts, belly up's, differential changes, and
extended wheel bases. If for some reason we do not know the measurement then we would
have to send you the sye kit first and then have you get us a measurement. You can call us first
before you buy to make sure we have your measurement if you absolutly need both at the same
time. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid
customer. Showing reviews of 53 Next. If you Have a TJ and go with a 3. This kit will have you
smooth sailing down the Hwy. I have zero vibration now. Everything came packaged expertly
and fit without issue, the driveshaft looks like a piece of art. I still have some vibes, but need to
shim the rear of my XJ. I installed this on my TJ after my new 4" lift caused a vibration. Easy
install and it fixed my problem. Everything is great quality at a great price! I enjoyed doing the
install! Great instructions! Only had one hiccup and it was the output seal on the transfer case
is leaking but that might be due to me getting some dirt on it during the drive shaft install. I am
amazed that I had to give 1 simple measurement and poof 3 days later my shaft was there!
Install was extremely simple and so worth it! This kit was exactly what I needed. Completely
eliminated the vibration I had at acceleration. Fairly easy to install; I should have read the
directions first though, and not just watched the video. But very well worth the money! I
purchased an SYE kit along with the drive shaft. It took about 1. The SYE and a 1" pan drop
resolved all my vibration issues. Thanks to Adams Driveshaft, they saved me some hard earned
money too! Copyright Adams Driveshaft and Off Road. Please wait Adams Driveshaft and Off
Road. Search Advanced Search Search Tips. New Products. Choose Options. Adams Driveshaft
Skully - Face Mask. Add To Cart. See 2 more pictures. Your Price:. Standard Ground Shipping to
the Continental U. For Alaska, Hawaii, U. Please call or e-mail for pricing. Please choose an
option to add this product to your cart. Measurement inches :. No Warranty if broken by
accessive torq, or abuse. Seals are a wear item and will only have a one year Warranty. No
warranty if components break due to bad angles. U-joint and CV Kit are wear Items and should
be greased about every three months or three thousand mile wich ever comes first. No warranty
if u-joints are not maintained properly. Enter your name: optional. Related Products. You
Recently Viewed Forums New posts Image search. Members Current visitors Supporting
Member Upgrade. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles
only. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. New posts. Image search. Install the app.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Chris Start date Oct
31, Tags slip yoke slip yoke eliminator sye. Chris Administrator. Staff Member. Ride of the
Month Winner. This thread is designed for the sole purpose of informing members as to why it
is important to put a SYE on your lifted Jeep Wrangler. I hope this thread will help new members
make the right choice when installing a lift on there TJ. What are Slip Yoke Eliminators and why
should they be used? What is a SYE and why is it used? The Slip yoke is the yoke that slides
over the output shaft of the transfer case. This is the yoke that the rear driveshaft connects to at
the Transfer case. The SYE kit replaces the stock slip yoke and housing with a sealed housing
and a fixed flange or yoke. This fixed flange or yoke is what a new CV style driveshaft will bolt
up to. A CV constant Velocity shaft uses two U joints instead of a single one and this allows for
much steeper angles. These shafts also utilize a two piece design that allows for suspension
travel by allowing the shaft itself to compress and extend verses the yoke sliding on the output
shaft. The sealed output now also allows for the rear driveshaft to be removed from the vehicle
and not allow the transfer case fluid to empty out of the transfer case. When should a SYE be
used? The stock rear driveshaft is a fixed length unit that relies on the slip yoke to adjust when
the suspension travel. When lifting an TJ, the angle between the rear axle pinion and the slip
yoke become much greater. The factory setup was not intended for these variations in lift. The
angle difference will be most noticeable in the fact the slip yoke will be pulled further out of the
housing than before the lift. The differences in angle can be attributed to several things, but
they all revolve around this center point, the length of the rear driveshaft. You will hear various
things from various people about what size lift can be ran without a SYE. The key here is to
recognize the differences between their TJ and yours. What are some of the harmful effects of
not using a SYE? The difference in the angles put a strain on the output shaft. This places load
on the transfer case bearings and the seals on the output shaft. Another, more obvious
problem, are the U joint ears of the driveshaft making contact with the slip yoke as the
driveshaft spins. This will make for a noticeable clanking noise and hard vibration. A transfer
case drop will clear that problem up, as well as a high clearance extended slip yoke, but it will
not correct the strain on the output shaft. What are other positives does the use of a SYE
provide? As mentioned before the ability to remove the rear driveshaft if damaged and drive off

a trail under the power of the front axle is a major plus. If you run a stock front driveshaft with a
SYE, you can carry a spare for both the front and the rear driveshafts. The two are relatively
different but the end result is going to be relatively the same. However, if you are on a budget a
Hack N' Tap will certainly get the job done. Rear Shocks After adding a SYE you may encounter
some rear shock issues especially if you're lifting it over 2 inches. When you rotate the pinion
up to match the transfer case output yoke, the lower portion of the shock body may rub on the
lower spring perch. The proper way in my opinion to fix it, is to relocate your spring perches
using something like this. This will of course require a competent welder, but it's really not that
hard of a job. Which SYE do you recommend? There's certainly a lot of other options out there
which I won't even begin to list, but the Advanced Adapters SYE is my favorite. What if I have an
LJ? Lucky you! The LJ in most cases is fun up to about That's one of the benefits you get from
the LJ with it's longer wheel base Reactions: CasterTroy and Kevin E. If I missed anything on
this one guys, please feel free to add to it! Hey Chris I'm about ready to pull the trigger on a SYE
kit, and during my research I found a few things that are not discussed very often. The prior
owner of my Jeep installed a 4" lift kit that included a rear track bar relocation bracket and a
transfer case drop. Since the rear pinion will need to be adjusted up to match the angle of the
output shaft from the transfer case, the rear track bar can bind in the standard bracket. Because
of the possibility of binding, I purchased an angled relocation bracket. I picked up mine from
Metalcloak, since the rest of the suspension is from them and I like their products. The transfer
case drop uses much longer bolts because of the spacers, so you will need the standard Mopar
bolts or equivalent. Mopar part number While the transfer case is open it's a great time for some
preventative maitenance. Reactions: Kevin E. Serbonze , very helpful information to add to this
thread, thank you! I also agree that if the transfer case is already open that is a perfect time to
do some preventative maintenance even if things aren't broken! Just updating I'm not going
with a super short because I have no plans for a tummy tuck. This includes bearing and seals.
Transfer case skid plate bolts to replace the longer bolts from the TC drop. Transfer case chain
from Borg Warner part number HV Reactions: Jon Wildes , Dan T. Serbonze said:. Reactions:
04Rubiinmaine , Dan T. Chris said:. Thanks for the update. Hopefully someone will stumble
upon this in the future and it will be helpful to them. That was the goal of this thread after all!
Reactions: Rooster , Serbonze and Chris. Kevin E said:. Mission accomplished Chris. I am off
today so I am putting a list together and came back to this thread because I thought I was
missing something. Relocation brackets. Glad it helped you. An SYE is a must for the
non-Rubicon models. When you say Adam's do you mean advanced adapters? My bad, it was
on their website. I al
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ready have adjustable controls arms, so that wasn't and issue for me. I'm sure that someone
will come along shortly that knows a heck of a lot more than I do, but in my opinion your pinion
angle is off for your current set up. You have some kind of aftermarket lower control arms
already, but they appear to a fixed length. I saw that picture before also and thought the same
as you. I have no vibration issue at all the way it is now. This is my first Jeep so I'm learning as I
go. Thanks for the info. Reactions: Chris. Ultimately you'll want a CV style driveshaft, but if it
isn't vibrating you should be fine until then. Oops, just saw your signature. At 4" of lift I would
get those control arms for sure! Your pinion angles past 3" from what I've read are getting a bit
extreme. I finally pulled the trigger. I plan on taking the next few days to clean up a little surface
rust on the frame where the skid plate mounts. Good news! That's the right way to do it for sure!
Post reply. Top Bottom.

